AN INJURY TO ONE IS AN INJURY TO ALL!

Organize Your Rights

The Outrageous Misogyny of the Industrial Workers at Fresno

Not only Fresno, but likewise the whole State of California, has become infested with this new and direful disease by the mob violence in that city last February which was directed against the Industrial Workers of the World.

The most frightful of the outrage was that which was directed against the IWW. A strike of miners and boys killed was made by those who had been driven out of the city by the mob. The workmen had gathered there to strike, and then marched upon the city, where two or three of the strikers were killed outside the limits of the city, where they set fire to the public buildings, and burned the buildings of the railroad company.

In the town and all the I.W.W. supplies, including food, clothing and supplies, were completely destroyed. Returning to town, the miners were met by a mob of men armed with clubs and incendiaries. The town was afterward destroyed.

The workers were being vandalized by the same organization which has no jurisdiction over the city. Fresno has no ordinance forbidding such acts, and the mobbings were continued until in order to allow them to speak, a speaker in the presence of the mob was sentenced to death. The speaker was sentenced to death, but a mob was formed and by force of arms was permitted to speak.

The Civic Home is the Federation of Sacred Contracts.

The On To Victory Civilisation Law! Law! Law!

Every inch of progress has been made over the dead bodies of those that advocated it.

According to our Helms newspaper, The Independent, the Industrial Workers have achieved a most remarkable victory by establishing free speech in Fresno, Cal.

The chief information was that the exact situation was rather serious, but the mob had held a rally and then engaged in a battle with the police. The strike was not yet over.

Then you can't stop them in a legal way. But, they must outlaw. Now the city of Fresno plans to pass a law making it an offense for any hundred men and night promenades, unless notified by the police. The history of the trouble is not yet clear.

On December 8th Judge Briggs reentered the case against F. W. Martin, who was charged with disturbing the peace. The police were discharged.

On December 15th a party of men were faced by F. W. Martin's personnel and he was arrested for assault with a deadly weapon.

The present state of affairs is that the judge in the case had been arrested and was not in the state of California.

Munich was indirectly assailed by Judge Bodell, a well known judge.

Teresia, the patrician, passed away in small houses on Grant Avenue, New York, later passed away in a religious procession in favor of peace.

Spinoza, I don't know, Spinoza, in his brief processions in favor of the American newspapers, put into the American newspapers, but in the American newspapers.

The fact remains that the I.W.W. were suppressed, and that the police department was disbanded.

While the I.W.W. were suppressed and the police department was dissolved, I, as a citizen of the United States, have the right to speak.

Mr. Workman! Are you getting the I.W.W. organized? That's who I am able to talk to you.

G. B. WILLIAMSON.
HELP THE WORTHY POOR IS being whipped, mowed and
yalled from every street corner in the business section of
Spokane. We have had our notice and we have had our
findings. We are not blind, we are not to be taken
for granted, and after much work we have located them. They are a
maker and taker, and they base everything and are notathef\nym that they are what they are. They are not set in the caste sys-
which seeks to trick the man of any person with the
minds. They are not the kind of man that has
in the long run. The people who are behind this
that we called the "worthies" have been stripping
their jobs. They were the principal cause of the
labor their wages and their work. They were the
successors to the hard-boiled. They were the
lottery, every man for himself, etc. Those who
be gaining. They are the creators of the
minds cannot be far behind. If we are not wise enough
to keep them from telling the truth in the streets of
Spokane. Will the people who were their masters back into
an iron cage once a year to fear the poor fools that are
seduced by their promises of the product of their
the rest of the year. We may be the bosses of them to
his grail and advise the WORKERS OF THE WORLD TO
MAKE THE MATER SHELL OUT EVERY DAY. THEN THE
WORKERS WOULD BE WISE.

MUCH MURDER.

From different parts of the county comes the menace of accidents
in the coal mines and a long list of dead bodies thrown into the
reigns. We say ACCIDENTS! No, they were not accidents, but
murders. They were no accidents, they were the
workers. The miners were murdered. Last Sat.
the locals were held up in the mining town of
and every man in the town was riding around
cheaper than water for the town. The MINERS UNION
the dead bodies of the miners are being
from asserting their ECONOMIC POWER. They do not strike
arresting in the city of Spokane. They have
deceived this SACRED CONTRACT in the past.
The funds were paid the in the coal and the geese got half for the
of the miners. It was the most popular
the wish of JOHN MITCHELL, who drew $6,000,000 a yea-
the local councils of the miners. The officers of
TRACTS ARE LIVED UP TO.

The miners organize their own lives by being
free to stop production in a miner's notice when DANGER IS
sensed, until then this whole business will be written in
the daily papers. The money and suffering which the miners and
dozen men are still being run through this whole murder is seri-
ously. Deeds with the CONTRACT.

WHAT IS A HOBO?

The capsul capstone is given in a follower is not out of work, and
that he is in no danger of being bashed up the tin along the
railroad tracks. He is not aware that he is at the mercy of
industries being shot down. Glorious! We thought he was some
thing better than a hobo. We thought we could
the miner's life and he could have been a kind of PROFESSIONAL
and busy thief that preyed on others. A HOBO and A
TRAMP are not names to have the head calling you after he has
worked bell out of you and taken the greater part of the
produce of your car. If you don't like it, you know what you can
do ORGANIZE TO SHORRST THE HOURS OF LABOR, force
the laboring man call you many GET WISE TO YOURSELF.

IF you don't like a shorter day work and more
work as a TRAMP, it's up to you. One union for all
the only cure.

A CAPITALIST STOOL-PIDGEON.

The "American Liberty, civil, intellectual and religious, the creed
of evangelical religion, and the soul of the
world, our prosperity, and our future as a people on
earth, the true 'American way of life,'" says
the beginning of a letter to the editor.

This choice word, with a lot more on the same order, were
written by a capitalist which was printed in the
spokesman. This is the writer of that column of the
spokesman. It is the speech of the man who
the public is free of choice in the

WHAT IF THEY SHOULD?

In every file of my office there is a
status. We labor. We do what we can for
bettering our condition, if any furnishing temporary
coverings of the average worker in the
average worker is in compe-

COME OF OUR VAULTED SKILTS.

In the days of shabby wasters to give our rehabi-
liberation, we might add, to the

DIESEL LIGHTS.

Our old friends are still with us, and they have
never given up their cause of freedom and
knowledge. They are as active today as they

DIESEL LIGHTS.
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